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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MTSS-mba Membership Benefits Administration Cloud App For Private & TaftHartley Employee Funds Announces "Eligibility For Next To Nothing" Program
Oct 05, 2016 – Gaithersburg, MD –Talbot Business Solutions, LLC, a premier software solutions
provider, today announced its "Eligibility For Next To Nothing" campaign featuring new entry level
programs with incentives and competitive upgrade pricing for its cloud based Employee Benefits
Administration software product, MTSS-mba.
The new entry level product offerings are intended to be especially attractive to smaller benefit funds
that may desire to bring the eligibility process in-house but have been unable to because of
associated costs. These new programs are designed to be very easy to implement and provide the
immediate benefits of having a powerful tool such as MTSS-mba available at an incredibly low price.
As part of the campaign, users of other products are being offered competitive upgrade incentives
for making the switch to MTSS-mba.
Included with this release are several new conversion and transition tools that help manage the
initial data load, effectively streamlining the process and reducing installation time and costs.
MTSS-mba will be on display at the 2016 IFEBP 62nd Annual Employee Benefits Conference in
Orlando, Florida this November where several other new and exciting offerings will be announced.
Support staff, engineers and technicians will be present to answer questions and to provide demos.
Trustees, Fund administrators and other potential users are encouraged to call now to secure one of
the allotted time-slots (Nov 13,14 and 15 only) for a complete walk-through of the MTSS-mba
capabilities.
MTSS-mba is a mature, cloud based, feature-rich and powerful enterprise solution that efficiently
manages membership and eligibility data for benefit programs such as Health and Welfare, Pension,
Legal Services and more. Data verification is greatly streamlined by the integrated document
imaging system which provides instant visual access to scanned source documents.
MTSS-mba seamlessly integrates into almost any work-flow environment from a simple single fund
entity to a multi-fund, multi-entity organization, hosting up to hundreds of thousands of participants.
MTSS-mba enables benefit administrators to easily manage their data - AND - conserve resources
by reducing expenses and increasing revenue collections.
Call us today to see how MTSS-mba can help you.
###
About Talbot Business Solutions, LLC - Located in Gaithersburg MD and provides benefit
eligibility administration software solutions to those serving the private and Taft-Hartley Employee
Benefits community. MTSS-mba is a cloud based, highly integrated and customized software
application that streamlines the data management required to administer benefits programs. To
learn more about MTSS-mba or our other solutions, please call (301) 825-9750, send email to
info(at)MTSS-mba(dot)com or visit online at www.MTSS-mba.com.
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